2018 micro-meridian therapy Training Course by TCM expert

1, Theme: micro-meridian therapy
Micro-Meridian is the human body, hands, feet of the tiny meridian. Each micro-meridian is
corresponding to the tendons in the body, so the abnormal of the large-meridian of the
body also causes the abnormality of the micro-meridian. Conditioning micro-Meridian, can
make the body of the large meridian back to normal, in order to relieve the pathological
state of the body. The use of micro-meridian conditioning method, that is, simple, fast and
good effect.
2, The purpose:
The purpose of this training is to enable students to master the characteristic techniques
and operation methods of TCM micro-meridian therapy for common and frequentlyoccurring diseases, to exert the advantages of "simple, easy, inspection and low" of TCM, to
popularize and apply them in medical service organizations, so as to achieve the prevention
and treatment of common diseases, reduce medical expenses and relieve the burden of
patients.
3, The Speaker: Dr Xueshen Bian
4. Training Contents:
(1)

the core principle of micro-meridian therapy;

(2)

core techniques of micro-meridian therapy;

(3)

Micro- meridian manipulation to regulate neck pain; shoulder pain; lumbago; leg
pain; headache;

(4)

Micro- Meridian Therapy Case Study.

5, Training information 7 hours CPD
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Time: 9:00-12:00am, 1:00-5:00pm, Saturday, 20/10/2018
Location:
Foochow Centre (Christchurch), 303 Riccarton Road, Christchurch
Fees:
$ 150 per person (Internet Banking: 06-0665-0443033-00)
Contact details: 0212304718 (Sunny Qin)
E- Mail: office@tcmchristchurch.com
Address: TCM Chinese Medical Centre,
285 Riccarton Road, Christchurch.

Attached:

The presenter’s profiles:
Xueshen Bian, The founder of the micro-meridian Therapy, Beijing Pioneering Research
Institute of Non-drug therapy, the deputy chairman of Chinese Traditional Medicine
Association, Vice President of China Association of Bone Injury, vice chairman of the Chinese
Traditional practice committee, Expert of Chinese Traditional Medicine Association TCM
health.
While learning to be cautious old Chinese medicine after many years of clinical fully verified
a lot of difficult diseases, “micro-meridian treatment" of the conditioning can be quickly
restored physiological status. " micro-meridian diagnosis and Treatment " is still a domestic
and foreign initiative, there is no second " micro-Meridian " theory and the monitoring bed.
The "micro-meridian treatment" also filled a blank for non-drug therapy.
While learning to be influenced by family heritage, he has studied Traditional Chinese
medicine since the last century, and developed the "foot Reflexology Method" to study a
plurality of foot reflex zones (existing 200 foot reflex area), and write "contentment",
greatly expanded the foot reflex area to treat disease and disease.

After more than 30 years of research, study, clinical, accumulated tens of millions of words
of study notes, medical records and thousands of various hand-drawing, research, clinical
application of "foot-toe diagnosis and treatment", "nail diagnosis", "pain therapy" and other
methods of diagnosis and treatment, recorded the experience of learning Chinese medicine
and growth process.

After painstaking research "meridian", lasted more than 30 years, combined with clinical
practice, the creation of "micro-meridian Therapy", do not take medicine, not injections,
only in the patient's hand or foot, away from the diseased parts, apply simple press, knead,
push, press, pinch, shake and other techniques for conditioning, immediate, effective.

Good at: neck and shoulder leg pain, digestive system, gynecology, respiratory system,
cardio-cerebrovascular, etc. All patients who have undergone the treatment of "micromeridian therapy" almost absolutely marvel at the effect of the rapid effects of the good,
"micro-Meridian treatment Method" for non-drug therapy to add color, become a miracle in
TCM diagnosis and treatment.

micro-Meridian Origin:
according to the <Nei Jing>, the abnormality of organs will react below the elbow and knee,
and can be conditioned in these areas to achieve normal physiological state. Knowing about
the Internal organs of human body (heart, spleen, liver, lungs and kidneys) and the human
limbs (hands, feet ) between the relationship and position, as well as the bones of hands,
feet, by ways of pressing, pressuring, rubbing, pushing, spinning, Pull and other methods,
the body's deep abnormalities to regulate, remove disease, return to normal physiological
state.

"micro-Meridian treatment" principle:
01. The theory of holographic: The name of holography begins with physics, that is, " All
information ". Part is the epitome of the whole, part of the whole information, and
the part is equal to the information contained in the whole. Holographic concept has
been widely used in the field of medicine. such as, ear has all the information of the
human body, the human ear from the morphology of the body is inverted in the
embryo, the ear of each point ( area ) and the body of the various tissues and organs
correspond to, this is reflected holographic phenomenon in the human body.

02. The principle of the theory of neural reflex: the systems of human body can keep
close contact with each other, and make and coordinate, rely on complex body
fluids, nerves and other systems to complete. Human body surface and viscera
everywhere have receptors, when the receptors by the external environment or the
stimulation of the body lesions, will cause nerve impulses, along the afferent nerve
to the central nervous system, from the central nervous system analysis, synthesis of
new reflection and then along the efferent nerve to the organs, glands or muscles,
make the corresponding response.

03. The theory of Meridian: The theory of meridians is a doctrine that studies the
interaction and influence of each part of human body, and also explains the
physiological activities and pathological changes of human body. " meridian " is the
general term of the meridians and collaterals in the human body. Meridian is
composed of meridians and collaterals, including 12 meridians, 12 by the other, and
eight veins of Qi.

04. The principle of microcirculation: Microcirculation is the basis of the circulatory
system unit, is the end of the arteries and the beginning of the vein, the formation of
the reticular capillary structure, which blood flow called microcirculation, is a part of
the body's organs, is the body's visceral functional structure units.

05. The principle of micro-meridian: Micro-Meridian Rib is the human body’s four limbs,
hands, feet of the tiny meridian. Each micro-meridian is corresponding to the
tendons in the body, so the abnormal of the large-meridian of the body also causes
the abnormality of the micro-meridian. Conditioning micro-meridian, you can make
the body of the large meridian back to normal, in order to relieve the pathological
state of the body. The use of micro-meridian conditioning method, that is, simple,
fast and good effect.

The advantages of "micro-Meridian treatment":
1, quick effect, conditioning at that time patients can experience the efficacy.
2, the whole body disease all only in the hand or the foot treatment, away from the lesion
site, therefore holds the safety, does not have any side effect.
3, without any trauma as the operator only with both hands thumb tip in the patient's hands
or feet, with strong osmotic stimulation, and insufficient Ben Force, so no table, in trauma.
4, without any auxiliary tools, so that the conditioning is much simple.
5, Cure root, not only pain, and can remove root cause.
6, Convenient, no place, anytime, anywhere, any posture can be operated.
7, Because the operation is simple, the physical exertion is very small, the treatment of the
year too large can also be operated, which prolongs the working life of the administering
person.

